Setting WiFi connection

1. Connect to "ELTE-Guest"
2. Open ugykezo.elte.hu
3. Click on „Belépés”
4. You’re redirected to a login page. Select NEPTUN authorization by clicking on icon, then insert your NEPTUN identifier and NEPTUN password; click on „Bejelentkezés”.
5. To create your IIG account fill the appearing form.
   a. *first row*: „Választott IIG azonosító”: choose a username (nickname) using lowercase english alphabet. The length of the identifier must be between 3 and 12 characters (inclusive). The requested username should only contain letters of the English alphabet, numbers, and hyphen (-). Dot (.) is not allowed. First character must be a letter and the identifier cannot contain two hyphens followed by each other.
   b. *second and third row*: „Választott IIG jelszó”: password, can’t be the same as the username, it must be at least 6 characters.
   c. At the bottom of the page, the checkbox after „Kérem a WiFi azonosító létrehozását is” must be checked ✓.
   d. Click on „Igénylés”. After a while, you’re redirected to a page where the system confirms your request.
6. Disconnect from the „ELTE-Guest” and try connecting to „ELTE”. The requested username/identity and the password is the same as that you entered in the form.

If you have questions, technical issues, feel free to visit the collaborators of IIG Operátori Szolgálat.